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About 
Foundr Magazine
Foundr 
is a multi-faceted 
digital media business 
spreading the love of 
entrepreneurship 
through its podcast, 
digital magazine, 
training platform 
and brand.



We feature a suite of some of 
the most famous and 

world-class entrepreneurs 
living today, but we also 

like throwing a spotlight on 
entrepreneurs you may never 

have heard of; individuals toiling 
at the coalface of business on a 

daily basis. We live and breathe 
entrepreneurship, and we’ve 
managed to utilize Instagram 

to generate over 

If you enjoyed this guide and like what you see, 
you can subscribe to one of our weekly 

Instagram Masterclasses we run.

500,000+ 
followers in 12 months.

claim   my  spot  now

https://foundrmag.com/masterclass
https://foundrmag.com/masterclass


Instagram 
is a uniquely 
powerful 
social media 
platform.
It’s hands down one 
of the best social 
platforms for more traffic, 
subscribers, and sales for 
your business right now.

Unfortunately, it’s also underappreciated. 
Many entrepreneurs focus in on platforms like 
Twitter and Facebook because they’re comfortable, 
overlooking the power of Instagram.

And this is a huge mistake.

It’s one that is usually rooted in the unknown. 
New social platforms can be overwhelming. 

Where do you start? 
How do you know what to do? 
How do you maximize your time and energy 
so your efforts yield the best possible result?

Luckily, there are several tools to help you 
through these exact challenges and 
take the unknown off your plate.



One of the most daunting things about 
incorporating Instagram into your content 
marketing for many people is the prospect of 
creating appealing images.

But don’t worry. You don’t have to be a designer or 
a photographer to create compelling images that 
your audience will enjoy. You just need to find the 
right app for you and know some basic Instagram 
image principals.

Choose from one of the great options below:

Creating 
Compelling 
Images



Typorama
Typorama is an iOS app which makes it easy to 
find and design content for your Instagram feed.

Typorama gives you access to royalty free and 
attribution free images through the image 
database Pixabay. It also gives you the ability 
to overlay images with text.

Just like Instagram itself, Typorama comes 
complete with a suite of image editing features, 
such as filters. Here is an example of images 
made using Typorama:

https://pixabay.com/


Photofy

Photofy has a 
web app you can 

use if  you feel 
more comfortable 

creating images 
on your laptop or 

desktop.

If you have an Android, don’t worry. 
You can still make beautiful images for your 
Instagram feed without going out and 
buying an iPhone!

Photofy is an android app which makes it 
easy to find and design content for your 
Instagram feed. It is very similar to 
Typorama, and allows you to use common 
“stickers” to put words over images as well 
as free form text:



There may seem like a lot of alternatives 
for creating images, but chances are you’ll 
need to use more than one because they 
all have different functionalities.

This Android app offers up the 
ability to create quote content, 
repost content from others and 
even create collages out of your 
photos.

If you use an Apple device, there is an 
equivalent iOS app called  P icFlow. 

Instaquote

http://www.redcact.us/#instaquote


WordSwag  is another iOS app to help you create 
beautiful social images, and is an alternative to 
Typorama. It allows you to add text over your your 
images very quickly, and place a watermark over 
your image for branding.

WordSwag

WordSwag also gives you pre loaded quotes if you 
choose to use them. The feel of the content is 
decidedly different from that of Typorama:

Though you have creative 
license for both to make 
your images yours.

http://wordswag.co/


Ezy Watermark

Another content creation 
app for iOS devices. 

Ezy Watermark has similar 
features as Typorama, but the 
paid version is slightly cheaper 
and it can also process videos.

If your Instagram plan includes 
videos, this is the perfect app 
for you.



Tips for 
CREATING 
IMAGES

Every single post on 
Instagram is an opportunity 
for brand awareness, 
conversions, traffic, and 
engagement.

That’s why it’s crucial 
that you create 
compelling 
content for your 
Instagram feed.



Always use a 
watermark to 
brand your images. 
You worked hard to create compelling content for your Instagram 
feed. Harness that hard work and make it work extra hard for you.

Include a logo or watermark on your images so when when your 
content is shared on Instagram and spread over other media 
platforms, it builds brand awareness.

You can use your logo with a transparent 
background to help your content stand out 
and to ensure your branding is on every image 
that is shared. Since images are the most 
shareable media, this will help you grow.
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Even if your industry is not one that 
lends itself well to quotes (for example, if 
you’re in the machinery industry), you still 
might want to consider posting quotes 
over images. Quotes are an engaging 
and recognizable element that brings 
forth familiarity with your brand for your 
followers. 

We have built our Instagram following 
through inspirational quotes, questions, 
and engaging content. 

Consider 
posting quotes. 2



Mix textures and images. 
You don’t always have to use an image as 
the backgrounds of your posts. Mix solid 
backgrounds, textures, and images to add 
some flow to your feed.

You don’t just have to 
stick to text over images.

We use a mixture of solid backgrounds, 
images, hand drawn pictures and textures 
to give our feed a unique and visually 
interesting: 
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Create a coherent brand. 
E very image you post should be in line with your unique brand. 
When people land on your Instagram feed, 
it should look coherent and put together.

An example of somebody who does this well is Chris Ducker:

He uses a mixture of tips, quotes, and images of his family and 
interests. Chris uses similar colors and a unique feel for each of 
his posts to bring it all together.

As you’re creating compelling content for your Instagram feed, 
you’ll need to not only drive traffic and leads to your website on 
Instagram but also to track the results of that content. 
We suggest doing so with a link manager.
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BThere are many great things about Instagram, 
but one frustrating limitation is that analytics are 
weak, and it’s very difficult to track the clicks on 
your bio link.

That’s why you need a URL shortener that comes 
with a tracker that will tell you how much traffic is 
visiting your page from Instagram. We suggest one 
of the following.

Link
Managers



If you are running a website off of 
Wordpress, P rettyLink  is easily the 
best link manager. 

PrettyLink shortens URLs while conserving the 
domain name of your website. It’s an 
alternative to tools like Bit.ly for creating 
non spammy looking links that still maintain 
your website’s identity.

You create a PrettyLink right in your WordPress 
dashboard, and can mask the long and often 
unsightly URLs from your landing page software.

PrettyLink

https://wordpress.org/plugins/pretty-link/


Bit.ly

Bit.ly  is an alternative to PrettyLink, 
allowing you to track clicks and make 
a link more manageable. However, 
unlike PrettyLink you don’t need to 
have WordPress o r  a plugin to track 
a Bit.ly link. The tracking takes place 
right on BIt.ly:

Bit.ly is used often 
and widely recognized. 

https://bitly.com/


Tips for 
USING LINK 
Managers
Link managers are pretty straightforward, but there 
are a few principals to help you get the most out of 
your links.

1. Keep your links fresh. 

S ince with both PrettyLink and Bit.ly the analytics leave a lot 
to be desired, create a new link with a link manager regularly 
to track results per period. This way you will know which 
activity had the most impact. Maybe you want to know how 
many people are visiting your bio link per day, week, or 
month. Keep your links fresh.



2. Keep your links short.

S hort, memorable URLs in your bio will help drive 
traffic and earn the interest of your followers.

The link in our bio is http://foundrmag.com/free

This is short, 
memorable, and 

includes a power word 
(“free”) to hook 

followers further.
While link managers can 
be a good way to track 
traffic from Instagram, 

there are many 
more analytics you 
likely want to track. 

You can use any (or all) 
of the following tools 

to do that.

https://foundrmag.com/free


CUnlike Twitter, Facebook, and other social 
platforms, Instagram does not track analytics, 
which means that it’s completely up to you to 
use a third party analytics tracking tool to help 
you get a sense of your progress.

Luckily there are a few third party analytics 
tracking tools to help you.

Analytics



Iconosquare
Iconosquare is the premier web application for managing your 
Instagram account.

It’s the tool we recommend as it determines when our followers 
are the most engaged and tracks our posting times vs. the best 
time to post and reports on the results.

Iconosquare provides a wide array of statistics, 
such as your growth rate and hashtag performance. 
You can also manage comments and easily reply 
to them from Iconosquare.



Social Blade

Social Blade is another Instagram analytics tool 
that quickly shows you your growth statistics, 
and compares them to the amount of posting 
you did on that day.

A benefit of Social Blade is that you can use it to 
also track how other accounts in your industry are 
doing. You can use the “Compare With” function 
to compare more than one account with yours for 
benchmarking.



While Instagram is fun to 
play with, make no mistake: 
it is a content marketing 
channel through which you can 
drive highly targeted and 
qualified leads.

Tips for 
TRACKING 
Analytics

As with any marketing 
effort, keeping a close  
eye on metrics is crucial 
so you can analyze what 
is working and adjust 
your strategy with that 
information. Here are 
some tips to help you 
make the most out of 
your tracking:



3. Set goals for your Instagram 
growth.  
Just as you wouldn’t pour time, effort, and money into 
an marketing campaign without creating goals for the 
campaign and detailed projections, you shouldn’t do this 
with Instagram, either.

Set goals and make an educated assumptions about 
growth rate, traffic, and leads. Use these projections and 
the analytics from the tools above to determine whether 
you’re on track or need to correct course.

1. Pay close attention to which 
types of images your followers 
engage highly with. 
These analytics tools will help you figure out what the 
best posts are so you can give your followers more of 
those, driving more engagement and growth.

2. Organize the tracking 
information into a spreadsheet.
 While these tracking tools are important aspects of 
your overall Instagram strategy, don’t forget there are 
natural limitations to the. That’s why it’s important for 
you to transfer the data to a spreadsheet so you can 
quickly do not just month to month comparisons, but 
also projections.
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With the limitations of Instagram’s native app 
there has been an influx in tools released by 
third parties for account management.

We suggest the following:

Account 
Management



Latergram.me

One frustrating limitation 
of Instagram is that you 
are not able to schedule an 
autorelease posts.

Many social media tools like 
HooteSuite include Instagram in 
their interface, but you still have 
to physically be there to press the 
“publish” button.

Instead of banging your head 
against the wall, scrambling to 
create content on your phone and 
publish every time, you could just 
use L atergram.me.  While you still 
have to press the publish button, 
you can create a schedule within 
Latergram.me and the app will 
push a notification to your phone 
and make it far easier on you.

https://www.latergram.me/


Grab for Instagram (formerly Instagrab) is 
a handy app which lets you easily repost 
images from other accounts.

Creating 100% original content for your Instagram feed 
consistently can be a challenging task. Reposting content 
compatible with your feed and with attribution to the 
original owner is a great way to supplement your original 
content.

What’s great about Instagrab is that it lets you repost 
videos as well, which are very high -engagement pieces of 
content.

Grab for Instagram

There’s no 
easy way to repost 
images from other 

accounts on Instagram 
itself, so Instagrab is a 

great alternative.

http://www.grabapp.co/


Social Insight
Social Insight provides in depth analytics 
for your Instagram account, and can be 
used for multiple accounts. It’s allows you 
to easily monitor engagement, follower 
growth, interactions, and more. 

Do you know if you grow faster by 
posting 4 times a day compared to 2? 

Using Social Insight you can answer these 
questions, find your best times to post, what 
media your following interacts with most, 
and more. 



Native account management is a bit 
easier with other platforms like Twitter 
and Facebook, but you can become an 
Instagram ninja with a few systems.

Account 
Management 
Tips

1. Create a posting schedule. 
J ust like any content marketing effort, your Instagram 
account will grow far more quickly if you are consistent. 
Use Iconosquare to determine the best times to post, 
and then create a posting schedule. Use a tool like 
Latergram.me to set that schedule.

2. Batch your posts. 
T he best thing about tools like Latergram.me is that you can use it 
to batch schedule your posts so you’re not constantly running on a 
posting treadmill. Spend a few hours at the beginning of the week 
getting yourself set up for the entire week.



3. Repost strategically.

R eposting content is a great way to give yourself a 
break from coming up with new content all the time. 
Strategically repost content that your audience will love 
from accounts similar in size to yours.

4. Work with top accounts.

T hose top accounts who are following you will be 
instrumental in your growth on Instagram. Approach the 
owners of those top accounts to work with them. They’re 
already following you, so are likely familiar with your 
account and brand.



eInstagram does have a built in 
direct messaging functionality, 
but communication is made a 
lot easier with...

Communication



Kik

Kik  is a messenger app 
where Instagram account 
owners hang out.

It’s perfect for brokering share for 
share (S4S) deals and paid shoutouts. 
It’s also perfect for networking 
or even connecting directly with 
members of your audience.

http://www.kik.com/


Tips for 
Communication
Communication between yourself and other 
relevant Instagram accounts is crucial when 
you’re using Instagram for business.

2. Reach out 
to those who 
share your posts 
for ongoing 
collaboration.
I f they liked one of your posts 
enough to share once, chances 
are they will again, and working 
together could be mutually 
beneficial.

1. Build relationships 
and network. 

B uilding relationships and 
networking with your followers 
and similar accounts is crucial 
for your growth. Spend some 
time using Kik to nurture those 
relationships for business 
development.



Use These Tools 
to Take Your Account 
to the Next Level 

Starting on a new social media 
platform can be daunting.

But with the r esults that Instagram can drive, 
including subscribers, traffic and qualified leads, 
you can’t afford to ignore it.

Use these tools to help make 
Instagram less daunting. 
Start with a content creation 
app like WordSwag or Typorama, 
and take it from there.

Then, sit back and watch your 
Instagram account take off, 
bringing your business with it.

https://foundrmag.com/how-to-get-more-followers-on-instagram/
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